
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

It was thus discovered that an underground passage
___________________ between some of the cells of the prison and the
church.

1.

(form)

Desperate efforts __________________ to bring provisions into the city,
for the rioters had friends without.
2.

(make)

Each object _____________________ by a detector.3. (examine)

Her chief preoccupation ______________________ unawares.4. (not/take)

It is remarkable that these unhappy creatures ate most voraciously, even
while they _____________________ out of their cell for execution.
5.

(bring)

Yet there was a later shiver in the sunshine; you were not certain whether
you ___________________; and these mild shores would sometimes seem
to you to be the shores of death.

6.

(woo)

Already his utterances ______________________ with gusto.7. (retail)

Meantime, the little animal grunted as piteously as if it noticed that its finery
___________________ and its beauty impaired.
8.

(steal)

James picked his way among the heaps of gravel-the drive
_________________-till he came opposite the porch.
9.

(lay)

It had been triumphantly achieved, and, as the reward of bravery, Mary
____________________ round the room on her father's shoulder, holding on
mercilessly to his curls, her shining blue eyes darting scorn at the defeated
monster.

10.

(carry)

Whenever I heard their cries, I knew my neighbor
____________________.
11.

(berate)

Somewhere in the languorous night a harp ___________________.12.
(play)
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While the supper ____________________ away the two fiddlers began to
tune up for the dance.
13.

(clear)

He came nearer to the prince, and made him understand that they
___________________________________.
14.

(watch/and/overhear)

The greatest energy at that moment _____________________ on the
dome, which rose proudly over the crossing of the nave and transepts.
15.

(expend)

Loaves of various shapes ___________________ out of the ovens-round
and oval cakes, and rolls in the form of sheep, snails and hearts.
16.

(draw)

In truth, very similar was the purpose for which these ships of the desert
______________________; for, when filling the capacious stomachs of the
quadrupeds, their owners were not without the reflection that the supply might
yet pass into their own.

17.

(supply)

While she _______________________ by you, she was, I think, no less
discreet or virtuous than she is at present; however, she had then no qualms
of conscience about speaking with any one.

18.

(bring up)

They ______________________, and watched.19. (follow)

From the kitchen without was heard the crackling of the fire on the hearth,
over which the child's soup _____________________.
20.

(prepare)
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